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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A.  INTRODUCTION 
 

1. What is the CIS and how will it be used by RFTA? 
 

The Corridor Investment Study (CIS) is a long-range planning tool created by the Roaring Fork 
Transportation Authority (RFTA) in consultation with its member jurisdictions, the Colorado 
Department of Transportation, (CDOT), the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), and the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA).  The CIS is intended to compare long-range transportation 
alternatives in the RFTA service area through the year 2025 and provide useful information for long-
range decision-making.  In comparing the alternative futures, simplifying assumptions were made 
regarding other transportation initiatives in the RFTA service area.  These assumptions are the same 
for all alternatives.  Once RFTA selects a preferred alternative for its long-range transit plan, RFTA 
will work with its member jurisdictions and its partners at CDOT, FTA, and FHWA to develop 
projects and programs that are consistent with the long-range vision and  respectful of the desires of 
RFTA communities and state and federal policies. 

  2. How does the CIS relate to the Entrance to Aspen? 
 

The CIS, which commenced in 1998,  assumes the findings of the 1998 State Highway 82 Entrance 
to Aspen Record of Decision (Entrance to Aspen ROD) for the purpose of comparing long-range 
alternatives for the future of transit in the RFTA service area.  The findings of the ROD are applied 
the same way for all alternatives in this comparative process.  The citizens of Aspen and Pitkin 
County have expressed their desires regarding the Entrance to Aspen in many advisory and binding 
votes over the years.  RFTA recognizes that since the Entrance to Aspen ROD was released in 1998, 
these votes have indicated a preference by the majority of voters to retain the existing alignment of 
the Highway.   
 
Once RFTA selects a preferred alternative for its long-range transit plan, RFTA will work with 
member jurisdictions and its partners at CDOT, FTA, and FHWA to develop projects and programs 
that support the long-range vision of improved transit, and are respectful of the desires of RFTA 
communities.  This will include working with the City of Aspen, Pitkin County, and CDOT to 
develop projects and programs within the Entrance to Aspen area that are consistent with the stated 
desires of the community.  All references to the Entrance to Aspen ROD should be considered in this 
context. 

3.  Project Background 

The New York Times, in an article titled “Five commutes that make you feel better about yours,” 
listed the Roaring Fork Valley commute as one of the worst in the country (October 20, 1999).  Even 
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with current Highway 82 investments, traffic congestion on the completed four-lane highway will 
reach Level of Service (LOS) F between 2009 and 2015, according to RFTA and CDOT studies. 

The region’s growing traffic congestion cannot be solved with just one mode of transportation or by 
highway expansions alone.  Providing transportation choices is a critical part of the solution.  The 
region’s multi-modal approach started with the formation of the Roaring Fork Transit Agency in 
1983.  Since then, transit ridership has reached almost four million annually, and the transit system 
has become the state’s second largest. 

In 1997, with assistance from the Colorado Department of Transportation and Great Outdoors 
Colorado, Valley jurisdictions, joining together as the Roaring Fork Railroad Holding Authority 
(RFRHA), purchased the Denver and Rio Grande Western Rail line between Glenwood Springs and 
Aspen to preserve a Valley-wide corridor for transit and trail development.  Most recently, in 
November 2000, Valley residents in seven jurisdictions approved the formation and funding of the 
Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA), the state’s first Rural Transportation Authority, 
based on the Colorado Rural Transportation Authority Act passed by the Colorado legislature in 
1997.  One result of the November 2000 election was the merger of the pre-existing RFRHA into 
RFTA, which assumed all of RFRHA’s responsibilities. 

RFTA has the directive to plan and expand mass transit and build a regional trail for both commuter 
and recreational use.  It is also responsible for the completion of the West Glenwood Springs to Aspen 
Corridor Investment Study (CIS), evaluating the region’s long-term transportation alternatives, 
including rail on the Rio Grande Right-of-Way.  From 1998 to spring of 2003, the CIS was conducted 
as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Environmental Impact Statement process.  During 
the analysis of the alternatives it became apparent that an alternative based upon rail technology 
would not be available to RFTA within the planning horizon of the project due to funding constraints 
and that an EIS was inappropriate for the remaining alternatives. RFTA determined through 
discussions with our partners at the FTA, FHWA, and CDOT that the CIS would be released as a 
local planning document to provide the local community a comparative analysis of bus and rail 
technologies, as well as a No Action alternative, to confirm local support for the transit project, and 
to seek input from the public as the project is refined.  While not required, this CIS follows the format 
of a NEPA-type document. 

Many of the options identified early in the CIS process were screened from further consideration 
using a tiered approach that incorporated a reality check screening and a fatal flaw screening. The 
result of this process was the development and refinement of the three alternatives for comparative 
analysis and ultimately the selection of a preferred alternative by the community and the RFTA 
Board: 

• No Action/Committed Projects Alternative (No Action/Committed Projects) 
• Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Alternatives + Trail 
§ BRT-Bus sub-alternative uses dedicated busway from Buttermilk to Aspen 
§ BRT-LRT sub-alternative uses light rail transit (LRT) from Buttermilk to Aspen 

• Rail + Trail  

This Executive Summary of the CIS is generally a stand-alone report.  However, due to the 
complexity of the project, references to the expanded discussion in the full document are included in 
each section below. 
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B.  PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION 

n See Chapter I:  Purpose and Need for additional information. 

The purpose of the CIS process is to develop a regional transportation solution that addresses the mobility 
needs and respects the quality-of- life concerns of the citizens residing within the Project Corridor.  The 
Project Corridor is located in the Roaring Fork Valley of Western Colorado between West Glenwood 
Springs and Aspen/Snowmass. It extends through Garfield, Eagle, and Pitkin Counties.  In addition, 
communities along Interstate 70 west and east of Glenwood Springs are part of the Corridor “travelshed.” 
 The distance from Glenwood Springs to downtown Aspen along Highway 82 is approximately 66.5 
kilometers (41.3 miles) (see Figure S-1). 

This CIS was conducted for the Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA).  The Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA), the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and the Colorado Department of 
Transportation (CDOT) advised RFTA during the CIS process and will act as partners with RFTA as the 
region’s preferred transportation plan is developed and implemented.   

1. Purpose and Need 

1.1  Project Corridor Congestion 
Highway 82 is the state’s most congested rural highway, with a summer average daily traffic (ADT) 
volume of over 28,000 vehicles in some locations.  Highway congestion within the Project Corridor 
threatens the economic vitality, environmental health, and character of the larger region.  

The location of activity centers at either end of this narrow corridor, with only one through route, 
results in a commuter pattern similar to highway corridors between the suburbs and the central core 
city in many metropolitan areas.  Commuter traffic flows eastbound on Highway 82 in the morning 
and westbound on Highway 82 in the evening.  Because so many workers live west of Glenwood 
Springs in the communities of New Castle, Silt, and Rifle, there is a constant flow of traffic between 
the I-70 corridor and Highway 82, adding substantially to congestion at peak hours. 

Within the Project Corridor, Highway 82 operates at LOS C or worse for much of the day during 
peak summer and winter seasons.  Segments in Glenwood Springs and Upvalley from Basalt operate 
at LOS E or worse during the peak hour.  The maximum capacities for several sections of Highway 
82 are shown in Table S-1 and are compared with design hour volumes (30th highest peak hour traffic 
count) used by CDOT for highway design purposes.  
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Table S-1 
Highway 82 Existing Level of Service 

2001 Design Hour Volumes 

Location 
Design Hour 

Volume 
% No-Passing 

Zones 
Truck 

Percentage 
Maximum 
Capacity 1 

Level of 
Service 

10th St. in Glenwood Springs  3,294 0% 2.84% 2,280 F 

Highway 133 intersection 1,820 0% 2.98% 2,280 C/D 

El Jebel Road 2,083 0% 2.04% 2,530 C/D 

Basalt 1,798 0% 2.30% 2,530 C 

Snowmass Canyon 2,018 65% 2.39% 1,600 F 

Pitkin County Airport 1,923 65% 2.24% 2,420 E 

Cemetery Lane in Aspen 2,633 65% 1.76% 2,420 F 

1   Maximum capacity is the hourly flow rate under ideal  conditions of LOS E.  The definition of capacity assumes good weather and pavement 
conditions exist.  At capacity, no more vehicles can reasonably be expected to traverse a section of roadway during the given time under 
prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions. 

1.2  Committed Transportation Projects Will Not Meet Future Needs 
Two significant transportation projects in the Project Corridor have federal approval.  Even with the 
completion of these projects, the forecast transportation needs for the West Glenwood Springs to 
Aspen Project Corridor will not be met.  These projects also make up a large portion of the No 
Action/Committed Projects Alternative addressed in this CIS.  Each is briefly described below. 

State Highway 82, East of Basalt to Buttermilk Ski Area Project (Project No. STR 0821-029, 
STIP No. 4021).  In October of 1993 FHWA, in conjunction with CDOT, released the State Highway 
82 East of Basalt to Buttermilk Ski Area Final Environmental Impact Statement  (SH 82 Basalt to 
Buttermilk FEIS).  The Record of Decision (Basalt to Buttermilk ROD) for this project was released 
in December 1993.  The Selected Alternative includes widening Highway 82 from two to four lanes 
from just east of Basalt to the Buttermilk Ski Area, with two of the four lanes between Basalt and the 
Buttermilk Ski Area operating as bus/high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes during peak travel 
periods.  Construction of this project will be completed by 2005. 

Travel demand forecasts conducted for the  SH 82 Basalt to Buttermilk EIS and for this CIS predict 
that, without investment in an improved transit system, the new four- lane highway will approach 
peak-hour gridlock at critical locations as early as the year 2009.  CDOT has indicated that funding 
does not exist to widen the highway to six lanes, even if this were desirable. 

State Highway 82 Entrance to Aspen Project (Project No. NH 0821-055, STIP No. 4021). The 
Selected Alternative described in 1998 in the Entrance to Aspen ROD for this project is a 
combination of highway improvements, transit improvements, and a transportation management 
program.  The highway element consists of a two-lane divided highway that generally follows the 
existing alignment from Buttermilk Ski Area to 7th and Main Street in Aspen, except across the 
Marolt-Thomas property.   

The Selected Alternative for the Entrance to Aspen Project provides an LRT system from the Aspen 
Maintenance Facility near the Pitkin County Airport to Rubey Park in downtown Aspen.  The LRT 
alignment is generally parallel to and south of the highway alignment.  In the event that Aspen and 
Pitkin County voters do not approve funding for the LRT system, the Entrance to Aspen ROD 
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provides for an interim busway parallel to the highway alignment from Buttermilk to 7th and Main 
Street. 

As a part of the Entrance to Aspen ROD, the City of Aspen has agreed to undertake an incremental 
Transportation Management (TM) program designed to maintain the volume of traffic entering 
Aspen at 1994 levels.  The program includes progressively more aggressive disincentives to 
automobile use and incentives for transit use in response to measured traffic levels.  The program 
continues to be successful to date.   

The Entrance to Aspen project does not address the need to provide service throughout the valley 
from Glenwood Springs to Snowmass Village, the Airport, and into Aspen, nor does it address travel 
demand between 2015 and 2025 into downtown Aspen. 

2. Opportunities 

The linear nature of settlement in the Roaring Fork Valley is ideally suited for transit-oriented 
development.  Historically, Valley communities were located to serve the resource-based economy 
and were in turn served by the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.  The small block sizes, street grids, 
storefronts, and mix of housing and commercial activity, all within close proximity, are legacies of 
the Valley’s railroad era.  This historic integration of land use and transportation gave today’s 
residents the pedestrian-friendly communities they cherish and hope to preserve and enhance.  
Additional investment in transit, providing enhanced access within and between town centers, will 
provide an incentive for investment in the Project Corridor’s incorporated areas.  This investment, 
coupled with the transit-supportive land use policies of the local governments within the RFTA 
service area, should lead to more compact and efficient land use patterns. 

The opportunity for an expanded solution to corridor transportation challenges arose when the portion 
of the Aspen Branch of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad (D&RGW) that remained 
between Glenwood Springs and Woody Creek Junction (outside of Aspen) became available for 
purchase as the result of the merger of the Southern Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads.  On June 30, 
1997, the D&RGW right-of-way corridor was purchased for $8.5 million.  The Roaring Fork 
Railroad Holding Authority (RFRHA) was established to purchase and manage the corridor.  The 
purchase of this right-of-way presented an opportunity to explore both transportation and recreation 
solutions to Highway 82 congestion and trail connectivity challenges in the Roaring Fork Valley. 

As a part of the agreement to purchase the right-of-way in 1997, it was required that a comprehensive 
plan be prepared that would determine the future uses of the corridor.   A Comprehensive Plan for the 
Aspen Branch of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Corridor was submitted to the 
RFRHA Board and accepted on November 3, 1999.  The plan included the following specific 
elements: 

• Location of a permanent, continuous public recreation trail running along the entire length of the 
RFRHA right-of-way.  This proposed trail will be called the Rio Grande Trail. 

• Description of structures and facilities necessary to place and operate a rail transportation system 
utilizing the RFRHA right-of-way. 

It was recognized early in the process that another type of public transportation system might be 
substituted for, or phased in prior to, a rail transportation system if such a system better met the needs 
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of the Roaring Fork Valley through the year 2025.  A Corridor Investment Study (CIS) was initiated 
by RFRHA to identify the best public transportation solution for the Roaring Fork Valley.   

When the Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA) was approved by voters as a Rural 
Transportation Authority under Colorado law in November 2000, it absorbed the responsibilities of 
RFRHA.  References in the current document to the RFTA right-of-way refer to the RFRHA right-of-
way that was acquired as noted above.   

The West Glenwood Springs to Aspen Project is included in the 2020 Statewide Transportation Plan 
adopted by the State Highway Commission on November 16, 2000.  More recently, the CDOT 
Intermountain Transportation Planning Region has ranked the West Glenwood Springs to Aspen 
Project as its top priority project in the ongoing CDOT 2003 Strategic Corridor Program.  In April 
2003 the CDOT Transportation Commission identified the RFTA BRT project as a high priority 
transit project in the state. 

3. Objectives 

The nine project objectives described below are the foundation of the alternatives screening and 
development process, which resulted in the alterna tives evaluated in this CIS.  These objectives 
address the purpose and need for this project and support the development of an improved and safe 
transportation and recreation system while avoiding or minimizing adverse environmental impacts. 

1. Affordability and Economic Viability.  Develop a system that is financially realistic in 
construction, operation, and maintenance costs with respect to current and expected funding 
levels and programs.   

2. Community-based Planning.  Provide a system that fits the character of the Roaring Fork and 
Colorado River Valley communities and is responsive to local community-based planning 
efforts, including directing growth to appropriate locations.   

3. Environmental Soundness.  Develop a system that avoids, minimizes, and mitigates adverse 
environmental, social, and economic impacts.  

4. Flexibility.  Provide a system that is flexible in operation and in future transportation options and 
upgrades.   

5. Increased Transportation Choices.  Provide a multimodal system, with various mode options, 
that meets the demand of the forecasted person trips.  

6. Integrated Approach to Transportation Planning.  Provide a complete integrated 
transportation and recreation system.   

7. Livability.  Provide a system that enhances the quality of life for residents and visitors, including 
linking communities within the Roaring Fork and Colorado River Valleys.   

8. Safety.  Provide a safe transportation and recreation system, including minimizing conflict 
between various transportation components.   
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9. Trails and Recreational Resources.  Provide a system that meets the trail and recreational 
access demand of the Project Corridor.   

4. Transportation Problems the Proposed Build Alternatives Will Address 

1. Highway 82 congestion will continue even after investment in a four-lane platform.  
Completion of the East of Basalt to Buttermilk Ski Area and Entrance to Aspen projects will 
represent an investment of almost $500 million in safety and capacity improvements to Highway 
82.  Travel demand forecasts predict that, without additional investment in transit, the highway 
could reach peak-hour capacity as early as 2009, and certainly within the planning horizon of the 
CIS.  Additional investment in transit, coupled with transit-supportive land use policies, would 
help limit the growth of automobile travel in the Project Corridor. 

2. Additional Highway 82 expansion is constrained by cost and environment.  Highway 82 is 
located in a steep, narrow mountain valley proximate to the Roaring Fork River.  The construction 
of a four- lane highway platform through portions of the corridor, particularly the Snowmass 
Canyon and Shale Bluffs areas, has been accomplished at costs exceeding $30 million per 
highway mile.  Approximately 30 years of planning and environmental analysis preceded the 
construction.  Given the financial and environmental constraints, it is unlikely that additional lanes 
will be added to Highway 82 during the planning horizon of the CIS.  Additional investment in 
transit service is the most cost-effective means of adding transportation capacity to existing 
facilities in the Project Corridor. 

3. Lack of mode choice has broad economic impacts on the region and on working families.  
Lack of affordable housing has become a regional problem, and in spite of a variety of very 
aggressive affordable housing programs, a majority of workers in each community must commute 
from homes further north and west.  Aspen, with an average home price in excess of $2 million, 
houses less than 49 percent of its workforce.  Glenwood Springs, with an average home price of 
$305,000, imports 55 percent of its workers from western Garfield County.  The working families 
that provide this labor force are dependent upon the automobile for transportation from the places 
they can afford to live to their places of employment.  This auto dependency forces many families 
to maintain multiple automobiles, spending a third or more of their income on automobile and  
commuting costs.  An auto-dependent environment forces these families to forego other 
investments that would enhance their quality of life.  Additional investment in transit would 
provide a viable alternative to the automobile, reduce the percentage of their household budgets 
allocated to transportation, and provide the means for investment in housing, education, and 
recreation.  

4. Growth in transit demand has exhausted the capabilities of traditional bus transit service 
and infrastructure .  RFTA was originally organized in 1983 to provide local transit service to 
Aspen and Pitkin County.  The agency has grown incrementally since that time to provide regional 
service to three counties and eight incorporated communities in a 70-mile corridor.  A significant 
investment in transit infrastructure – park-and-ride lots, transit stations, queue bypass lanes, 
maintenance facilities, information systems, vehicles, and so forth – is required to create the 
efficiency, quality, and speed needed to keep pace with transit demand.  Investment in these 
facilities would also provide RFTA management the resources needed to consolidate routes and 
stops, minimize dead-heading of vehicles, and take advantage of the efficiencies available through 
the use of intelligent transportation system (ITS) technology. 
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C. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

n See Chapter IX:  Public Involvement for additional discussion. 

The goal of the public involvement process was to identify public issues and priorities at the start, and to 
provide an opportunity for citizens to participate in resolution of those issues throughout the course of 
study.  For that reason, citizens and local elected officials were involved in establishing project objectives, 
developing measures for screening alternatives, and assessing the strength of alternatives against the 
project objectives and measures.  The public involvement process allowed for multiple forms of input and 
addressing new issues as they arose. 

Specific groups that participated on an ongoing basis included a staff resource group, four Citizen Task 
Forces (CTFs) organized by geographic region, a Regional Citizen Task Force (RTF), a Rio Grande Trail 
Task Force, Policy Committee, RFRHA Board, RFTA Board and local elected boards. 

In addition to the efforts outlined above, the public involvement program also included the following 
techniques: 

• Scoping meetings (five community meetings and an agency meeting) 
• Open house public meetings and workshops (ten open houses and five workshops) 
• Focus group meetings with property owners along the corridor 
• City Council and County Commission briefings 
• Slide presentations to discuss with community, civic, and business groups 
• Hispanic/Latino outreach 
§ A Latino outreach survey, door-to-door canvassing in Hispanic/Latino neighborhoods, and an 

open house specifically for Hispanic/Latino residents in the region 
§ Study Team members and interpreters riding on buses to discuss transit with Hispanic/Latino 

riders 
§ Spanish-speaking interpreters on hand at public open houses 

• Newspaper inserts and periodic newsletters 
• Issue briefs and fact sheets 
• Weekly informational columns in valley newspapers 
• Ongoing media coverage through numerous local papers, Grass Roots TV (public access), and local 

radio stations 
• One-on-one meetings and e-mail correspondence with interested citizens and organizations 
• A regional public opinion survey 
• Transit-oriented community design workshops to discuss station location options and integration with 

local land use plans 
• Rio Grande Trail plan open houses 
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D.  SCREENING PROCESS SUMMARY 

n See Chapter II:  Alternatives, B. Screening and Selection Process for additional discussion. 

Many of the alternatives identified early in the Corridor Investment Study process were screened from 
further consideration using a tiered approach that incorporated a reality check screening, a fatal flaw 
screening, and a comparative screening.  The screening process resulted in the three alternatives analyzed 
in detail in the CIS: 

• No Action/Committed Projects Alternative  
• Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Alternative + Trail  
§ BRT-Bus, using dedicated busway from Buttermilk to Aspen (BRT-Bus) or 
§ BRT-LRT, using light rail transit (LRT) from Buttermilk to Aspen (BRT-LRT) 

• Rail Alternative + Trail  

Each of the Build alternatives includes the construction of a trail in the RFTA right-of-way.  This 
proposed “Rio Grande Trail” begins at the terminus of the Glenwood Springs River Trail at 23rd Street in 
Glenwood Springs.  It ends 51.5 kilometers (32 miles) east, where it connects to the end of the existing 
Rio Grande Trail at Woody Creek.  The existing Rio Grande Trail provides a connection into Aspen.   

1. Screening Process  

Four CTFs were established in the Project Corridor.  The purpose of these groups was to involve, 
gather input  from, and solicit ideas from Valley residents, and provide recommendations to the 
RFRHA Policy Committee.  The RFRHA Policy Committee, appointed by the RFRHA Board, was 
made up of a broad range of political and agency representatives from throughout the Project 
Corridor, and served as the policy-making body for the public involvement process.  A total of 92 
CTF meetings were held between January 19, 1998 and October 6, 1999.  The screening process 
applied progressively more demanding criteria to a range of potential options through a series of three 
screening levels: Reality Check, Fatal Flaw and Comparative.  At each screening level, options that 
did not meet the respective criteria were eliminated from further study. 

1.1  First Level: Reality Check Screening   
The Reality Check Screening was intended to eliminate options that are clearly unrealistic, 
inappropriate, or unreasonable by applying common knowledge.  This screening was qualitative, 
based on existing data and judgment of the CTF members, the Study Team, and the RFRHA Policy 
Committee.  The options that were eliminated at this level had no realistic chance of being 
implemented because of physical constraints, funding, public opposition, or technology limitations. 

1.2  Second Level: Fatal Flaw Screening 
Options that survived the Reality Check Screening continued to the Fatal Flaw Screening level.  This 
screening eliminated options that did not meet one or more of the project objectives as identified and 
defined by the CTFs and the RFRHA Policy Committee.  Screening at this level was a collaborative 
process that included input from the local communities and other interests.  Fatal flaw criteria were 
developed through the public process based upon the project objectives noted in Section A. 3 above. 
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1.3  Third Level: Comparative Screening 
The remaining options from each category (i.e. technology, propulsion, station location, and 
alignment) were combined to form alternatives.  These alternatives continued to the Comparative 
Screening level.  This screening eliminated alternatives that, although they appeared to meet the 
project objectives, did not compare favorably to other available alternatives.  Alternatives evaluated 
at this level underwent a planning- level analysis of key environmental parameters and issues. 

2. Options Considered 

At each screening level, options that did not meet the respective criteria were eliminated from further 
study.  To simplify the task, the options were categorized into four types:  

• Technology 
• Propulsion 

• Station Location 
• Alignment 

2.1  Technology 
A total of 46 technology alternatives were developed through the public and agency scoping 
meetings, the CTFs, and Policy Committee meetings.  Examples of technology options ranged from 
dog sleds to airplanes and automobiles to a busway and heavy rail.   Two technologies were carried to 
the end of the screening: self-propelled buses and rail vehicles. 

2.2  Propulsion Options 
A total of 19 propulsion options were developed.  These options were combined with the technology 
options to create different mode variations.  A total of eight propulsion options were retained for a 
final decision on propulsion to be made in preliminary engineering: 

• Diesel  
• Gasoline 
• Hydrogen internal combustion 
• Electric (battery)  
• Electric (overhead catenary) 
• Electric (hybrid) 
• Liquid propane gas 
• Natural Gas 

2.3  Transit Station Location Options 
A total of 16 potential transit station locations were developed.  These stations could serve numerous 
combinations of alignment, techno logy, and propulsion options.  Nine station location options were 
retained and are included in the Build alternatives that are evaluated in this CIS: 

• West Glenwood Springs 
• Downtown Glenwood Springs 
• Carbondale at Highway 133  
• Downtown Carbondale 
• El Jebel (Willits or El Jebel Road) 

• Basalt 
• Brush Creek Road 
• Pitkin County Airport 
• Downtown Aspen 
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The Glenwood Springs to Aspen/Pitkin County Airport Corridor Investment Study, Transit Oriented 
Community Design Report (Otak, 2000) determined that 60 percent of the employment and 42 
percent of the housing in the Project Corridor is within one-half mile of these nine stations.  The BRT 
alternative added stations at South Glenwood Springs and near the Colorado Mountain College 
campus to enhance service to these areas. 

2.4  Alignment Options 
Five rail alignment options were developed through the public and agency scoping meetings, the 
CTFs, and Policy Committee meetings.  These options could be combined with the technology 
options and potential station locations to create a variety of alternatives.  All alignments provided 
connecting service to Aspen via the LRT transfer points at Brush Creek Road or the Pitkin County 
Airport.  Alignment Alternative C was retained for detailed analysis in this CIS. 

3. Conclusion of Screening Process 

In November 2000, voters in Aspen, Snowmass Village, Basalt, Carbondale, Glenwood Springs, 
Pitkin County, and Eagle County voted to approve the formation and funding of the Roaring Fork 
Transportation Authority (RFTA) as a Rural Transportation Authority under Colorado law.  
Responsibility for the CIS shifted from RFRHA to RFTA as one result of the RFTA 
Intergovernmental Agreement and public vote.   

After discussion with FTA, FHWA, and CDOT staff, and public outreach including meetings with 
the CTF members, presentations to local Boards and Commissions, and Open Houses in Glenwood 
Springs, Carbondale, Basalt, and Aspen, the Study Team recommended that RFTA include a Bus 
Rapid Transit (BRT) Alternative in the CIS.  The BRT Alternative would be developed based upon 
the analysis conducted earlier in the screening process for the “Improved Bus/TSM (Transportation 
System Management)” Alternative.  The Study Team further recommended that the CIS evaluate a 
No Action/Committed Projects Alternative, a BRT Alternative, and a Rail Alternative without 
designating any single alternative as “Locally Preferred.”  The RFTA Board, in its Resolution 2002-
05, concurred with these recommendations. 

The alternatives described in subsequent sections of this document make two types of provisions for 
transit: 

• Both the No Action/Committed Projects and BRT alternatives provide for the use of self-
propelled buses on the existing Highway 82 corridor.  The BRT system proposed for the Project 
Corridor would operate in general travel lanes with bus signal preference and preemption 
between Glenwood Springs and Basalt and in peak-hour HOV lanes between Basalt and Aspen. 
The BRT Alternative combines intelligent transportation systems technology, priority for transit, 
cleaner and quieter vehicles, rapid and convenient fare collection, and integration with local land 
use policy. 

• The Rail Alternative provides for rail vehicles utilizing portions of the existing RFTA right-of-
way and portions of the Highway 82 corridor (Alignment C) in addition to self-propelled buses 
serving a feeder function for the mainline rail alignment. 
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E.  CIS ALTERNATIVES 

n See Chapter II:  Alternatives, Section C. Definition of Alternatives for additional discussion. 

Table S-2 provides a summary and comparison of alternative physical characteristics: alignments, station 
locations, park-and-ride facilities, and proposed vehicles.  Figure S-2 shows the Rail alignment. 

Table S-2 
Comparison of CIS Alternatives – Physical Characteristics 

 ALIGNMENT 

No Action/Committed 
Projects Alternative BRT-Bus Alternative BRT-LRT Alternative Rail Alternative 

• Four general-purpose 
lanes Glenwood Springs to 
Basalt 

• Two general-purpose 
lanes and two peak-hour 
HOV lanes Basalt to 
Buttermilk 

• Two lane parkway from 
Buttermilk to 7th and Main 

• Light Rail Transit from 
Buttermilk to Rubey Park 
or Busway from Buttermilk 
to 7th and Main 

• Four-Mile Connection in 
South Glenwood Springs  

• New signals at 7th, 5th, 
3rd, and Garmisch 

• Bike and pedestrian 
improvements per Basalt 
to Buttermilk and Entrance 
to Aspen RODs  

 

• Includes No Action/ 
Committed Projects with 
Entrance to Aspen Busway 
plus: 

• Traffic signal modification 
for transit priority 

• Additional Remote Traffic 
Microwave Sensor           
on Highway 82 

• Incident Management 
Program  

• Variable Message Sign 
System 

• Wildlife Warning Reflector 
System 

• Video surveillance to 
monitor traffic conditions  

• Queue Bypass Lanes for 
buses  

Includes No Action/ 
Committed Projects with 
Entrance to Aspen Light Rail 
plus: 

• Traffic signal modification 
for transit priority 

• Additional Remote Traffic 
Microwave Sensor          
on Highway 82 

• Incident Management 
Program  

• Variable Message Sign 
System 

• Wildlife Warning Reflector 
System 

• Video surveillance to 
monitor traffic conditions  

• Queue Bypass Lanes for 
buses  

Includes No Action/ 
Committed Projects with 
Entrance to Aspen Light Rail 
plus: 

• Rail on Alignment C - See 
Figure II-3 

• Additional Remote Traffic 
Microwave Sensor          
on Highway 82 

• Incident Management 
Program  

• Variable Message Sign 
System 

• Wildlife Warning Reflector 
System 

• Video surveillance to 
monitor traffic conditions  

 

 STATION LOCATIONS 

No Action/Committed 
Projects Alternative BRT-Bus Alternative BRT-LRT Alternative Rail Alternative 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

• Snowmass Village 

• Rodeo Lot 

• Brush Creek Road 

• West Glenwood Springs  

• Downtown Glenwood 
Springs  

• South Glenwood Springs  

• CMC (CR 54) 

• Highway 133 

• Downtown Carbondale 

• El Jebel (El Jebel Road or 
Willits  Lane) 

• Basalt 

• Snowmass Village 

• Rodeo Lot 

• Brush Creek Road 

• West Glenwood Springs  

• Downtown Glenwood 
Springs  

• South Glenwood Springs  

• CMC (CR 54) 

• Highway 133 

• Downtown Carbondale 

• El Jebel (El Jebel Road or 
Willits Lane) 

• Basalt 

• Snowmass Village 

• Rodeo Lot 

• Brush Creek Road 

• West Glenwood Springs  

• Downtown Glenwood 
Springs  

 
 

• Highway 133 

• Downtown Carbondale 

• El Jebel (El Jebel Road or 
Willits Lane) 

• Basalt 

• Snowmass Village 

• Rodeo Lot 

• Brush Creek Road 
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Table S-2 
Comparison of CIS Alternatives – Physical Characteristics 

 STATION LOCATIONS, continued 

No Action/Committed 
Projects Alternative BRT-Bus Alternative BRT-LRT Alternative Rail Alternative 

• Pitkin County Airport 

• Buttermilk 

• Maroon Creek Road 

• 7th and Main 

• 3rd and Main 

• Paepcke Park 

• Monarch Street 
Rubey Park 

• Pitkin County Airport 

• Buttermilk 

• Maroon Creek Road 

• 7th and Main 

 

• Paepcke Park 
 

• Rubey Park 

• Pitkin County Airport 

• Buttermilk 

• Uses LRT stations from 
Buttermilk to Rubey Park 

• Pitkin County Airport 

• Buttermilk 

• Uses LRT stations from 
Buttermilk to Monarch 

• Main and Galena 

 PARK-and-RIDE FACILITIES 

No Action/Committed 
Projects Alternative BRT-Bus Alternative BRT-LRT Alternative Rail Alternative 

6,700 total spaces proposed1 
in the Project Corridor, 
including: 
 

• 450 spaces - Glenwood 
Springs  

• 500 spaces - Carbondale 

• 500 spaces - El Jebel 

• 500 spaces - Basalt 

• 400 spaces - Brush Creek 
Road 

• 750 spaces  - Buttermilk 

• 3,600 spaces - Pitkin 
County Airport 

1 Note that the current 
transportation model shows a 
need by 2025 of 3,290 spaces. 

 

4,140 total spaces in the 
Project Corridor, including: 

• 600 spaces - West 
Glenwood Springs  

• 260 spaces - South 
Glenwood Springs  

• 800 spaces - Highway 133 

• 360 spaces - El Jebel 

• 440 spaces - Basalt 

• 140 spaces - Brush Creek 
Road 

• 260 spaces - Buttermilk 

• 1,280 spaces - Pitkin 
County Airport 

 

3,620 total spaces in the 
Project Corridor, including 

• 560 spaces - West 
Glenwood Springs  

• 260 spaces - South 
Glenwood Springs  

• 630 spaces - Highway 133 

• 1,030 spaces - El Jebel 

• 410 spaces - Basalt 

• 530 spaces - Brush Creek 
Road 

• 30 spaces - Buttermilk 

• 170 spaces - Pitkin County 
Airport 

 

4,710 total spaces in the 
Project Corridor, including: 

• 940 spaces  - West 
Glenwood Springs  

 
 

• 660 spaces - Highway 133 

• 1,140 spaces - El Jebel 

• 390 spaces - Basalt 

• 890 spaces - Brush Creek 
Road 

• 120 spaces - Buttermilk 

• 570 spaces - Pitkin County 
Airport 

 VEHICLES 

No Action/Committed 
Projects Alternative BRT-Bus Alternative BRT-LRT Alternative Rail Alternative 

• 19.8 meter (65-foot) 
articulated diesel buses  

• 40-foot diesel buses  

• 19.8 meter (65-foot) 
articulated alternative fuel 
buses (possibly low-floor) 

• 19.8 meter (65-foot) 
articulated alternative fuel 
buses (possibly low-floor) 

 

• Diesel Multiple Unit 
Railcars (Adtranz GTW 4-
12 or equivalent) 

• Up to 4 vehicle consists 
during peak hours  
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F.  PROJECT IMPACTS 

The Project Impacts discussion is divided into three sections: resources considered, major environmental 
impacts and transportation impacts. 

1. Resources Considered 

n See Chapter III:  Affected Environment for further information on all resources. 

Social, economic, and physical environment resources were assessed in this study as follows: 

 
Social Environment 
• Population 
• Demographic characteristics 
• Environmental Justice 
• Services 
• Recreation 
• Land use 

 Economic Environment 
• Economic base 
• Commercial growth trends 
• Employment 
• Income 
• Housing 
• Local government finance 

Physical Environment 
• Air quality 
• Water quality 
• Floodplains 

• Geology and soils 
• Upland and floodplain vegetation 
• Wetlands 
• Fisheries 
• Wildlife 
• Wild and scenic rivers 
• Threatened, endangered, candidate and 

other special concern species 
• Cultural resources 
• Paleontological resources 
• Section 4(f) and 6(f) resources 
• Farmlands 
• Noise and ground-borne vibration 
• Visual character 
• Potential hazardous waste sites 
• Traffic safety 
• Energy 
• Construction 

 

2. Environmental Impacts 

n See Chapter V:  Environmental Consequences and Chapter VII:  Mitigation Measures for 
additional impact and mitigation discussion. 

No measurable impacts have been identified for any of the alternatives for 17 of the resources listed.  
An additional nine resources will require no mitigation after best management practices are 
implemented.   

Significant wildlife and cultural resources exist within the Project Corridor.  None of the alternatives, 
including the trail, are expected to affect wildlife or threatened, endangered, candidate and other 
special concern species after implementation of best management practices.   
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A total of 29 cultural resource sites, including the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad itself, 
are included in the Area of Potential Effect.  Of these, 12 sites are eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Places.  No Adverse Effects have been identified for any of these resources. 

A total of five resources will require impact mitigation.  These impacts and mitigation are 
summarized below. 

2.1  Right-of-Way and Relocation 

Impacts.  No additional right-of-way or relocations are associated with either the No Action/  
Committed Projects Alternative or the new Rio Grande Trail for Opening Day or 2025.  The BRT 
Alternative will require additional right-of-way associated with the proposed new transit station and 
park-and-ride locations, estimated at 11.76 hectares (29.06 acres).  No relocations are associated with 
either BRT Alternative.  The Rail Alternative will result in 14 residential and three business 
relocations.  A total of 18.85 hectares (46.57 acres) of additional right-of-way will be required for 
station and park-and-ride locations, as well as small amounts along the alignment itself.  The right-of-
way and relocation impacts are all associated with opening day (2008).   

Mitigation.  The Acquisition and Relocation Program for this project will be conducted in 
accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 
1970, as amended.  Relocation resources will be available without discrimination to all residents and 
businesses that are required to relocate. 

2.2  Environmental Justice 

Impacts.  There are no identified disproportionate impacts to minority, low-income, or elderly 
populations in the opening year or in 2025 for the No Action/Committed Projects Alternative, the 
BRT Alternatives, or the proposed Rio Grande Trail.   

Noise and relocations associated with the Rail Alternative may affect minority, low-income, or 
elderly populations for Opening Day.  Four areas of possible concern were identified for noise 
impacts: H Lazy F Mobile Home Park (three impacted receivers), Mountain Valley Mobile Home 
Park (17 homes impacted), Roaring Fork Mobile Home Park (23 homes potentially impacted), and 
Philips Mobile Home Park (four impacted receivers).  Up to 11 mobile homes in the Aspen-Basalt 
Mobile Home Park along Highway 82 at the intersection with Willits Lane are subject to relocation 
impacts associated with the Rail Alternative.  There are 73 units in the mobile home park, and 
approximately 90 percent of the units are occupied by members of the Hispanic/Latino public, 
according to the operator of the park.   

Mitigation.  Mitigation of noise impacts is discussed under the Noise analysis.   

2.3 Wetlands 

Impacts.  Opening day wetlands impacts are summarized in Table S-3.  No additional impacts are 
expected by 2025. 
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Table S-3 
Estimated Area of Permanent Impact, Roaring Fork Valley Wetlands 

(hectares/acres) 

Measure Committed 
Projects/No Build BRT1 Rail Rio Grande Trail 

Area estimate of filled 
non-jurisdictional 
wetlands 2 

0 .02/.05 0.36/.88 0.59/1.45 

Area estimate of filled 
jurisdictional wetlands 2 

0 .004/.01 0.15/.37 0.34/.86 

Estimated Total 
Impact 

0 .024/.06 0.51/1.25 0.93/2.31 

1 
Wetlands impacts associated with this alternative are for both BRT-Bus and BRT-LRT at the proposed Basalt Station. 

2 Wetland fill estimated from 7.6 m (25 ft) cut and fill boundaries along proposed rail alignment, and a 6.1 m (20 ft) cut and fill projection for the 
Rio Grande trail alignment. Acreage estimates assume that all bridge impacts at stream/river crossings occur within cut and fill boundaries. 

Mitigation.  Wetlands evaluations were conducted in 1999 and will need to be redone upon selection 
of a preferred alternative and construction of the new Rio Grande Trail.  Jurisdictional wetlands are 
subject to the Clean Water Act (CWA), Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines.  Per CDOT policy both 
jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands are subject to mitigation.  Wetland mitigation is 
identified as avoidance, minimization, and compensatory mitigation.   

Avoidance and minimization.  Within the constraints of the project, the design of the rail and trail 
reflect an effort to avoid wetland impacts when practicable, and to minimize the extent of 
unavoidable impacts.  Avoidance and minimization have been accomplished by reducing the size of 
the footprint and by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure (e.g. the existing rail line).   

Wetland replacement.  Where practicable, mitigation will occur on site at a replacement ratio of 1:1. 
Functional replacement of more than 1:1 may be required to allow an adequate margin of safety to 
reflect the expected degree of success associated with the mitigation.  Specific mitigation and 
monitoring requirements for permanent and temporary impacts will be established as part of CWA 
Section 404 permits and CDOT requirements for the project.  Water rights issues will be considered 
during the final selection of mitigation sites.   

2.4  Noise and Ground-Borne Vibration 

Impacts.  No noise impacts or mitigation are associated with the new Rio Grande Trail.  Except for a 
receiver site identified in the SH 82 Entrance to Aspen FEIS, no noise impact locations have been 
identified for the No Action/Committed Projects Alternative.  No noise impact locations have been 
identified for the portions of the BRT Alternatives located along Highway 82.  Impacts associated 
with the BRT-LRT Alternative will be the same as for the No Action/Committed Projects Alternative  
noted above.  The BRT-Bus Alternative may use the Entrance to Aspen interim busway in the event 
voters do not approve funding for the LRT system.   Bus noise is expected to be similar to LRT noise 
and no additional impacts are anticipated.  A total of 89 receiver sites were identified that satisfied 
the criteria of impact or severe impact based on the FTA methodology for the Rail Alternative.   

Noise impacts are also possible at the proposed Carbondale and Basalt station locations associated 
with the BRT and Rail Alternatives. 
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Except for the Rail Alternative, no ground-borne vibration impacts have been identified.  The 
potential for vibratory impacts was identified at two receiver locations in the Project Corridor.  Both 
of these receivers were identified previously as falling into the severe impact category for airborne 
noise. 

Mitigation.  Noise barrier implementation is the result of an analysis for reasonableness and 
feasibility for each location.  Reasonableness is directly related to cost per receptor.  Feasibility 
relates to the potential effectiveness of the mitigation measure, based on the ability to minimize the 
number of openings in a noise barrier and the ability to provide a noise reduction of at least five 
decibels.   

2.5  Potential Hazardous Waste Sites 

Impacts.  No additional hazardous waste sites have been identified in association with the No 
Action/Committed Projects or BRT Alternatives.  Two sites may be associated with the construction 
of the new Rio Grande Trail.  For the Rail Alternative, ten sites may require sampling during 
preliminary engineering, health and safety planning, or mitigation during construction.   

Mitigation.  Sites associated with the Rio Grande Trail include: 

• Site 9:  Surficial soil staining at the 4th Street crossing in Carbondale, and 
• Site 13:  The former lumber yard. 

Additional sampling with indicated health and safety planning or mitigation should be performed at 
Site 9.  No right-of-way is needed in the vicinity of Site 13 for the construction of the trail alone; 
therefore, no additional work is recommended.   

Sites associated with the Rail Alternative may include the following recommended actions.  
Additional sampling with indicated health and safety planning or mitigation should be performed at 
the following sites: 

• Site 1: West Glenwood to Wye rail storage 
• Site 9: Surficial soil staining at the 4th Street crossing in Carbondale  

Health and safety planning or mitigation should be undertaken for the following sites, if additional 
property acquisition is necessary:  

• Site 3: Fattor Petroleum 
• Site 5:   Amoco Station at 2205 Grand Avenue, Glenwood Springs 
• Site 13: The former lumber yard 
• Site 18: The Pitkin County Airport 
• Site 19: The RFTA Bus Maintenance Facility 
• Site 20: The Aspen Airport Business Center 
• Site 21: 435 E. Main Street, Aspen 
• Site 22: 506 E. Main Street, Aspen 

3. Transportation Impacts 

n See Chapter IV:  Transportation Impacts for additional information.   
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The transportation impacts chapter presents projected impacts of the alternatives on the overall 
transportation system.  Impacts include changes in transit facilities and service, roadway volumes and 
level of service, parking patterns related to transit access, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities.  
Transportation impacts are assessed for both an opening day scenario (2008) and a twenty-year 
planning horizon (2025).   

3.1  Overall Transit Demand 
A relatively high portion of transit trips is represented under each option, reflecting the propensity for 
transit use in the Project Corridor.  The portion of transit trips to total trips in 2008 is forecast to 
range from 5.5 percent for the No Action/Committed Projects Alternative to between 8.6 and 9.0 
percent for the BRT and Rail Alternatives.  By 2025 this range is forecast to increase to 9.3 percent  
for the No Action/Committed Projects, and to 10.1 to 11.4 percent for the BRT and Rail Alternatives. 

3.2  Annual Boardings 
Annual boardings on regional transit services range about 75 percent to 125 percent higher for the 
Build alternatives compared to the No Action/Committed Projects Alternative.  Table S-4 
summarizes these findings for 2008 and 2025. 

3.3  Transit Parking 
Estimates of daily parking demand in the 
Project Corridor were prepared using the 
travel demand model.  The daily numbers 
were factored to account for auto 
occupancy and peak period activity.  The 
Build alternatives all require more parking 
supply than the No Action/Committed 
Projects Alternative, ranging from an 
additional 30 percent for the BRT-LRT 
Alternative to an additional 70 percent for 
the Rail Alternative.   In terms of total number of spaces, the Build alternatives require 810 to 1,900 
more spaces by the year 2025.  Total parking space requirements by 2025 are: 2,810 for the No 
Action/Committed Projects Alternative, 4,140 for BRT-Bus, 3,620 for the BRT-LRT and 4,710 for 
the Rail Alternative. 

3.4  Roadway Traffic: Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) and Projections 
All Build alternatives reflect a reduction in regional VMT of about three to four percent in 
comparison to the No Action/Committed Projects Alternative.  The differences between the Build 
alternatives are slight, varying less than one percent.  The BRT-Bus Alternative demonstrates the 
lowest overall VMT in 2008 and 2025.  All of the alternatives provide an average annual growth rate 
in VMT of about 2.5 percent.  By comparison, LRT projects in major cities typically reduce VMT by 
less than one percent. Table S-5 summarizes winter daily traffic for 2008 and 2025 for various 
segments of Highway 82.  The analysis of the Build alternatives determined that the differences in 
future roadway volumes were negligible, and therefore an average volume for the Build alternatives 
is displayed.  

For comparison, annual average daily traffic for 2001 on Highway 82 was 21,469 south of Glenwood 
Springs, 17,869 southeast of Carbondale, 16,488 southeast of Basalt, 19,238 at the Pitkin County 
Airport, and 20,164 in Downtown Aspen (AADT, CDOT Traffic Database, 2001).  These numbers 

Table S-4 
Annual Boardings on Regional Transit Services 

Alternative 2008 2025 

No Action/Committed Projects  1,510,000 3,830,000 

BRT-Bus 4,780,000 8,740,000 

BRT-LRT 3,890,000 6,730,000 

Rail 3,990,000 6,920,000 

Note: Boardings for the No Action/Committed Projects Alternative 
include some select local routes that serve regional as well as  
local trips along the corridor. 
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are an annual average rather than the winter average shown in Table S-5.  Winter numbers will be 
somewhat higher than the annual average. 

Table S-5 
Winter Average Daily Traffic 

2008 2025 Highway 82 
Winter Daily Traffic No Action Build1 No Action Build 

South Glenwood Springs  28,300 28,100 39,400 38,500 

Southeast of Carbondale 21,400 20,900 29,400 26,800 

Southeast of Basalt 20,200 19,600 28,500 25,200 

Pitkin County Airport 20,000 19,100 27,700 23,200 

Downtown Aspen 23,500 23,600 26,200 26,500 
1 The distinction between Build alternatives was negligible, less than one percent; therefore, an average i s shown. 

3.5  Station and Maintenance Facility Congestion 
Traffic operations at intersections near the proposed transit stations have been analyzed to assess the 
impact on adjacent roadways for 2008 and 2025.  Congestion at the following committed or planned 
park-and-ride and/or station locations will occur for all alternatives, resulting in poor levels of service 
for opening day (2008): Carbondale at Highway 133 and El Jebel at Willits Lane.  By 2025, each 
alternative will also result in poor levels of service associated with West Glenwood Springs, 
Downtown Glenwood Springs, and the CMC areas, as well as Carbondale at Highway 133, both El 
Jebel locations, Brush Creek Road, the Pitkin County Airport, and Buttermilk.  These congestion 
problems would be mitigated by including new traffic signals at unsignalized intersections adjacent to 
the station locations.  The cost of these signals is included in the cost of each station. 

4. Cumulative Impacts  

n See Chapter VI: Cumulative Impacts for detailed discussion. 

Cumulative impacts on the environment result from the incremental effect of adding an action to 
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions, regardless of responsible agency or 
persons.  For such an impact to be significant, it should affect a resource to a level that could be 
measured locally or regionally.  No regional level cumulative environmental impacts have been 
identified.  Few measurable cumulative local impacts have been identified for the proposed Build 
alternatives.  Traffic congestion, measurable as poor levels of service, has been identified for a 
number of station and maintenance facility areas; however, these congestion problems are not 
specific to the Build alternatives and will occur regardless of their implementation.  For the Rail 
Alternative, the potential loss of low income and minority housing in the form of 11 mobile homes, 
will add the existing local housing shortage.   
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G.  FINANCING AND IMPLEMENTATION 

n See Chapter VIII: Finance for additional discussion. 

1. Capital Costs 

Capital cost estimates for the CIS alternatives have been prepared in accordance with the FTA 
Guidance for Transit Financial Plans, and the  Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Joint 
Program Unit Cost Database.  Cost estimates are considered to be at the conceptual stage in project 
development, and will be refined as the project moves into preliminary engineering and final design.  
Table S-6 identifies costs by alternative.   

Costs for the new Rio Grande Trail range between $4.5 million and $30 million, depending on the 
transit alternative selected.  If the Rail Alternative is not selected, the trail could initially be 
constructed for an estimated $4.5 million.  This savings results from a reduction in the total typical 
section required in the RFTA right-of-way and the elimination of safety considerations for a shared 
right-of-way.  If the Rio Grande Trail were to be constructed in this manner, any future use of the 
RFTA right-of-way for rail would include the cost of relocating the trail. 

2. Operations and Maintenance Costs 

Transit Operations and Maintenance (O&M) costs for existing RFTA transit serve as the basis for the 
O&M cost analysis for the No Action/Committed Projects and BRT alternatives.  Budgeted O&M 
expenses for the 2002 fiscal year include $12.45 million in basic O&M expenses and an additional 
$481,200 in other operating expenses, for a total of $12.93 million.   

Future O&M costs take into account existing and forecasted transit ridership and service level goals.  
This assumption is important because it takes into account providing sufficient transit service to meet 
the adopted Aspen/ Town of Snowmass Village/Pitkin County policy goal for the Entrance to Aspen 
of “limiting vehicles in 2015 to levels at or below those of 1994.”  

Annual O&M costs (excluding debt service) at the end of year 2008 are forecast to be $17.9 million 
for the BRT-LRT Alternative, $20.9 million for the BRT-Bus Alternative, $21.7 million for the No 
Action/Committed Projects Alternative, and $29 million for the Rail Alternative.  Table S-6 also 
summarizes these costs. 

3. Revenue Sources 

Many revenues sources have been analyzed for this CIS.  The source types include: 

• Farebox revenues 
• Sales and use taxes dedicated to transit 
§ Pitkin County transit sales and use tax 
§ RFTA sales and use tax 
§ Eagle County 0.5 percent trans it sales tax 
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• Pitkin County bond proceeds (includes debt service) 
• Service contracts 
• Federal grants, especia lly FTA Section 5309 New Start grants  
• State funding 
• Potential Local funding 
§ Sales-based activities revenues 
§ Additional sales and use tax revenues 
§ Increased RFTA sales and use tax 
§ Real estate development-based revenues 
§ Property value based activities 
§ Use or service charge-based activities 
§ Other local revenues (including vehicle registration fees, highway users fees, airport 

passenger facility charges) 

4. Financial Feasibility of Alternatives 

Forecasted cash flow from expenditures and revenues for each alternative are also summarized in 
Table S-6. 

Based upon the assumptions described in this chapter, it is evident that all of the project alternatives, 
including the No Action/Committed Projects alternative, would have local cost and financing 
implications.  Additional local funding would be necessary under all of the alternatives. 

Annual farebox and service contract revenues currently cover approximately 55 percent of RFTA’s 
annual O&M expenses (excluding debt service).  The sales and use tax, combined with RFTA 
farebox and contract service revenue, currently cover operating expenses, as well as debt service for 
capital expenses.  

Each of the CIS alternatives would require increased levels of authorized local funding.  Potential 
additional local funding sources, including enhanced sales and use tax revenues, a visitor use tax, 
development impact fees, a property tax levy, development contributions, airport passenger facility 
charges, vehicle registration fee increase, and other sources have been identified and evaluated as part 
of the CIS financial analysis.  These potential local funding sources, if implemented, could generate 
an additional $14 to $24 million in annual funding to help address the funding shortfall. 

The No Action/Committed Projects Alternative is financially feasible.  This alternative is expected to 
be comparable in local costs to the BRT-LRT Alternative.  While federal and state funding 
requirements would be minimal, additional average annual funding levels of $9.4 million over the 
2002 to 2025 time frame would be expected to cover anticipated induced operating and capital 
requirements. 

Assuming federal/state/local capital funding allocations of 50/25/25 percent, both of the BRT 
alternatives are expected to achieve the highest level of financial viability of the Build alternatives. 

The BRT-LRT Alternative is expected to require the lowest amount of additional federal, state and 
local funding resources.  This alternative, which assumes a Downvalley regional bus trunk line with a 
transfer to LRT at the Pitkin County Airport, is expected to require federal and state funding 
commitments on the order of $62.8 million and $31.4 million, respectively.  Additional average 
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annual local funding levels of $9.4 million would be required over the 2002 to 2025 time frame to 
cover anticipated operating and capital funding requirements.  This local funding requirement does 
not include the cost of building or operating the Entrance to Aspen LRT system. 

The BRT-Bus Alternative is expected to require more bus transit operating hours than the BRT-LRT 
Alternative, since buses would continue beyond the Pitkin County Airport into Aspen.  Increased 
operating hours combined with slightly higher capital costs (attributed primarily to higher station 
facility and vehicle costs) is expected to result in slightly greater required funding levels for this 
alternative. Federal and state funding commitments would need to be approximately $66.1 million 
and $33 million, respectively.  Additional average annual local funding levels of $11.8 million would 
be required over the 2002 to 2025 time frame to cover anticipated operating and capital funding 
requirements.   

The Rail Alternative is considered to have marginal financial feasibility.  It is the most expensive 
alternative, and is estimated to require federal and state funding commitments of approximately 
$168.3 million and $84.2 million, respectively.  Additional average annual local funding levels of 
$20.2 million would be required over the 2002 to 2025 time frame to cover anticipated operating and 
capital funding requirements. 

Table S-6 
Project Alternative Cost Summary 

 

No Action/ 
Committed 

Projects Trail BRT/Bus BRT/LRT Rail 

2008 CAPITAL COST ELEMENTS (in millions) 

ROW & relocations (m ain line) -- -- $0.0 $0.0 $14.6 

ROW & relocations (s tations) -- -- $1.2 $1.2 $1.2 

Civil construction -- -- $6.9 $6.9 $128.0 

Stations/transit centers/ park-
and-ride facilities  

-- -- $20.7 $16.6 $20.1 

Feeder/collector s tops  -- -- $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 

Vehicles (main line) -- -- $39.1 $37.0 $124.9 

Vehicles (feeder) -- -- $2.9 $3.5 $3.2 

Maintenance facilities  -- -- $19.3 $18.3 $5.6 

ITS applications  -- -- $11.6 $11.6 $8.5 

Total -- $4.5 - $30 $102.2  $95.6 $306.6  

2008 O&M COSTS (in millions) 

Local Service $5.3 -- $5.3 $5.3 $5.3 

New Local Service $0.0 -- $4.4 $3.6 $9.4 

Regional Service $14.9 -- $9.7 $7.5 $12.8 

Other $1.5 -- $1.5 $1.5 $1.5 

Subtotal O&M $21.7 -- $20.9 $17.9 $29.0 

Capital (debt) $3.8 -- $6.0 $5.8 $12.9 

Total $25.5 Not applicable 
 

$26.9 $23.7 $41.9 
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Table S-6 
Project Alternative Cost Summary 

 

No Action/ 
Committed 

Projects Trail BRT/Bus BRT/LRT Rail 

RFTA NET CASH FLOW BALANCE (in millions in constant 2002 dollars) 

2002-2010 $6.4 -- $46.4 $49.6 $64.8 

2010-2015 $8.4 -- $24.9 $42.1 $61.8 

2015-2020 $19.9 -- $3.9 $8.6 $39.3 

2020-2025 $14.4 -- $2.4 $3.1 $0.8 
All Years $15.9 Not   

applicable 
$3.3 $7.5 $8.0 

5. Implementation 

A detailed implementation and financing plan is premature at this stage in the planning process.  
Once public comment is received on this CIS and the RFTA Board selects a preferred alternative, an 
implementation and financing plan will be prepared as a part of preliminary engineering.  An outline 
of project activity from CIS to revenue service will be detailed in this later plan. 

5.1  Preliminary Engineering and Environmental Review 
The project scope and schedule originally anticipated the preparation of an Environmental Impact 
Statement due to the potential for environmental consequences and mitigation requirements of the 
Rail Alternative.  However, if the BRT Alternative is selected by the environmental consequences 
may not be significant and a Categorical Exclusion or an Environmental Assessment (EA) and a 
Finding of No Significant Impacts (FONSI) from FTA or FHWA may be appropriate.   

5.2  Secure Local Funding 
All of the alternatives require additional local funding.  It is anticipated that this local funding will 
have to be secured prior to the commitment of state and federal resources for final design, right-of-
way acquisition, and construction.  This would require voter approval in the jurisdictions that 
comprise RFTA.  This election could occur as early as November 2004. 

5.3  Secure State Funding 
CDOT has ranked the Valley's transit project as one of the top priority strategic, unfunded, projects in 
the Intermountain Transportation Planning Region (see Chapter 1: Purpose and Need) as part of the 
2003 Strategic Project Plan.  As part of the Strategic Plan, this project would be eligible at some point 
for S.B. 97-001 funds.  Originally not more than ten percent of the S.B. 97-001 funds could be used 
for transit purposes; however, H.B. 02-1310 was recently passed by the legislature, requiring that at 
least ten percent be used for transit or transit-related purposes.  The amount of funds generated by 
this ten percent is estimated to be between $20 million and $30 million per year initially.  The state is 
also allowed per TEA-21 to flex federal highway dollars to transit. 

5.4  Secure Federal Funding 
This project is authorized as a New Start project in the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century 
(TEA-21).  Congress has appropriated federal funding for planning, environmental analysis, and 
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preliminary engineering, and to date RFTA has expended both federal and local resources on 
planning and environmental analysis.  RFTA is currently required to secure permission from FTA to 
enter into preliminary engineering prior to obligating federal funds for preliminary engineering. A 
Request to Enter Preliminary Engineering will be submitted in 2003.  Once environmental clearances 
have been secured, RFTA will request FTA approval to enter into Final Design.  During the Final 
Design process, RFTA will negotiate a Full Funding Grant Agreement  (FFGA).  RFTA is working 
with its partners at the FTA, FHWA, and CDOT to determine the feasibility of streamlining the 
funding process in the event the BRT Alternative is selected by the RFTA Board. 

5.5  Final Design, Right-of-Way Acquisition, Procurement and Construction 
Once RFTA has obtained environmental clearances, the agency can commence right-of-way 
acquisition.  Final design will commence upon FTA approval.  Procurement of vehicles and other 
equipment and construction would commence upon a FFGA with the FTA. 

5.6  Initiation of Revenue Service 
Assuming the completion of construction in 2007, RFTA would initiate revenue service on the 
selected alternative.  The first full year of revenue service is currently anticipated in 2008. 

5.7  Possible Future Phases 
While it is premature to anticipate the selection of an alternative, if the BRT Alternative is selected 
RFTA would have the opportunity to anticipate possible future phases to transit service in the Project 
Corridor. 

Depending on the decisions of voters in Pitkin County and Aspen, the BRT Alternative could provide 
regional bus service into downtown Aspen or connect to the Entrance to Aspen LRT system.  If light 
rail were not in place in the short term, the construction of the rail system from downtown to Brush 
Creek Road would be a logical next step if, and only if, the citizens of Aspen and Pitkin County 
decide to take that step.  Incremental extension of rail from Brush Creek Road to Basalt, El Jebel, 
Carbondale, and Glenwood Springs could occur as need, funding availability, and public support 
warrant. 

5.7.1  Trigger points.  The decision to move from bus to rail would be made by the voters of the 
Roaring Fork Valley.  This commitment was made when the governments of the Valley approved the 
Intergovernmental Agreement that led to the Valley-wide vote on the creation of RFTA.  Once the 
voters decide to pursue rail, it will be up to RFTA, local governments, and the State of Colorado to 
secure the federal funding to implement that decision. 

There are differing views on the implementation of rail transit in the Roaring Fork Valley.  
Proponents of rail want some certainty that BRT is a first phase towards rail.  Others are reluctant to 
commit to a schedule for building a rail system, desiring some certainty that rail would be needed if 
built.  Rather than a schedule, RFTA has developed the concept of “trigger points” – measurable 
conditions that would trigger consideration of the next phase in transit development.  The following 
are suggested for adoption by the RFTA Board after public comment on the CIS document: 

A vote of the people.  “The Authority shall not finance rail construction unless and until the electors 
of the Authority, or of the area of the Authority in which the funding is to be generated, specifically 
approve such financing.” (Roaring Fork Transportation Authority Intergovernmental Agreement , 
September 12, 2000). 
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Highway capacity.  It is reasonable to assume, for reasons of cost and Valley character, that Highway 
82 can not be expanded beyond four lanes.  As a bus system would be impacted by highway 
congestion, rail should be considered between points that are connected by a section of Highway 82 
that has a volume-to-capacity ratio of 1.0 or higher in the peak hour or peak three hours of the day.  
The volume-to-capacity ratio is the relationship between the designed capacity of a section of 
highway in vehicles per hour and the actual traffic volume in vehicles per hour. 

Best one-way peak trip time.  Best one-way trip times forecast for BRT and rail service do not take 
into account weather, mechanical breakdown, or accidents.  RFTA can gather data related to actual 
(vs. forecast) trip times that would factor in these considerations, as well as actual rather than 
predicted levels of traffic congestion.  Rail should be considered when the best one-way trip times 
from each community increase by ten percent over 2003 levels. 
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